Dilico Anishinabek Family Care presents

Revisiting our Journey:
Healing Starts with Our Youth
A two-day conference to provide participants with skills
and capacity to support at-risk youth facing issues with
grief, addictions, suicide and trauma.

March 4 - 5, 2013

Airlane Hotel and Conference Centre
698 W. Arthur Street, Thunder Bay, ON
Master of Ceremonies: Stan Wesley
Keynote Addresses:
Dr. Christopher Mushquash
and Monique Gray Smith

CONFERENCE AT A GLANCE
REVISITING OUR JOURNEY: HEALING STARTS WITH OUR YOUTH
MONDAY, MARCH 4, 2013

TIBERIO ROOM

				Registration and Networking					
9:00 am - 10:00 am		
Opening Ceremony: Medicine Wheel Spirit Singers		
				
Opening Prayer: Beatrice Twance Hynes
				Welcome Remarks
10:00 am - 11:00 am		
Opening Remarks: Michael Hardy, Executive Director
				Dilico Anishinabek Family Care
11:00 am - 11:15am		

Break

11:15 am - 12:15 pm		
Opening Keynote: Dr. Mushquash
				Assisting Our Aboriginal Youth with Healing from Trauma,				
				Grief, Suicide and Addictions: A Practitioners Perspective
12:15 pm - 1:00 pm		

Lunch

1:00 pm - 2:30 pm
and 3:00 pm - 4:30 pm

Concurrent Workshops A: Each concurrent workshop will be offered twice
so delegates have the opportunity to attend 2 of 3 workshops offered.
1A
Tiberio Room

Identifying, Assessing and Determining Treatment
Strategies for Aboriginal Youth Who Experience Trauma,
Dr. Christopher Mushquash

2A
Barcelona Room

Healing Wounds Through Cultural Identity,
Ron Kanutski

3A
Madrid Room

Impact of Unmet Needs Across the Lifespan,
Lisa Steadwell and Wilma Kleynendorst

TUESDAY, MARCH 5, 2013
8:30 am - 9:00 am		

TIBERIO ROOM
Coffee and Networking

9:00 am - 10:00 am		
Keynote Address: Monique Gray Smith
				Belief in the Strength and Resiliency of Our People
10:00 am - 10:15 am		

Break

10:15 am - 11:45 am 		
and 12:45 pm - 2:15 pm		

Concurrent Workshops B: Each concurrent workshop will be offered twice
so delegates have the opportunity to attend 2 of 3 workshops offered.
1B Tiberio Room

The Ripple Effect of Resiliency, Monique Gray Smith

2B Barcelona Room

Drumming As A Healing Tool, Beatrice Twance-Hynes

3B Madrid Room

Grief: Looking Outside the Box, Angie Michano

11:45 am - 12:45 pm		

Lunch

12:45 pm - 2:15 pm		

Concurrent Workshops B

2:15 pm - 2:30 pm		

Break

2:30 pm - 3:15 pm		

Healing Through Hip Hop Featuring Shibastik

3:15 pm - 4:00 pm		

Closing Plenary: Stan Wesley

4:00 pm - 4:30 pm		

Closing Ceremony, Closing Song

Welcome to Revisiting Our Journey: Healing Starts with Our Youth,
presented by the Mental Health and Addictions Services at Dilico
Anishinabek Family Care.
Dilico Anishinabek Family Care provides a range of responsive
individual, family and community programs and services for the
complete life journey of all Anishinabek people. Dilico cares for
the physical health, the mental health and the health of the
communities where Anishinabek people live by promoting wellness,
preventing illness and trauma, and providing diagnosis, treatment
and rehabilitation. Dilico offers services in three specific areas
including Mental Health and Addictions, Health and Child Welfare.
The focus of this year’s conference will be our youth. It will be an
acknowledgement of the impacts of our history and the role of
resiliency. While acknowledging the evidence base of mainstream
researchers, we seek to highlight the work of our own First
Nations people and practitioners to demonstrate the role cultural
knowledge plays in the development of culturally competent and
safe interventions for working with our youth who are experiencing
difficulties.
It is my hope that delegates will leave with an appreciation for the
roles of cultural competency and the importance of cultural safety in
the provision of services to First Nation youth and their families.
Thank you to Health Canada for subsidizing this conference through
the National Alcohol and Drug Strategy.
Sincerely,

Micheal Hardy,
Executive Director
Dilico Anishinabek Family Care
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Master of Ceremonies
Stan Wesley
Stan Wesley is a 38 year old Cree from
Moose Factory Ontario currently living in
Ottawa with his wife Mandy. Stan is the
proud owner/operator of the The Wesley
Group, now in their 15th year. The Wesley
Group specializes in corporate leadership
training using the Leadership Challenge
model (www.leadershipchallenge.com),staff
empowerment/retreats, training of trainers
and many other services to cater to your
organizational needs.
Stan is quickly becoming one of Canada’s premiere speakers for audiences
from coast to coast to coast are embracing his ability to engage any group.
Stan has built an impeccable reputation by facilitating and speaking to a
variety of community, regional and national organizations with audiences
and groups ranging into the hundreds of people. Stan is ready, are you?
www.thewesleygroup.ca

Opening Ceremonies
The Medicine Wheel Spirit Singers
The Medicine Wheel Spirit Singers have been singing together for a
number of years. The group formed officially in the spring of 2006. To
honour the group’s name, each person represents a direction of the
Medicine Wheel, and the outfits worn are in the colour of the represented
direction. They honour the Medicine Wheel in sacred ceremony each
spring, summer, autumn and winter.
Most of the songs the group sing are sacred prayer songs to the Creator,
to the spirits, to the Grandfathers and Grandmothers. They learn and
sing songs of healing that reflect the many diverse ways the Creator
speaks to us. They participate in healing ceremonies, spiritual gatherings,
conferences and other community events, sharing the spirit and teachings
of the songs. The Medicine Wheel Spirit Singers go wherever the drums
leads them. They pray that the songs will be a part of your healing and
spiritual journey as they are for them.
www.medicinewheelspiritsingers.com
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Opening Remarks
Micheal Hardy
Executive DIrector Dilico Anishinabek Family Care
Micheal is from Rocky Bay First Nation and has worked in
Child and Family Services since 1987. From 1987 to 1997 he
was the Executive Director of Dilico. In 1999 Micheal was with
Wabaseemoong First Nation’s Abinoojii Family Services. From
1999 to 2011, he was Executive Director of Tikanagan Family
Service and now has returned to Dilico Anishinabek Family Care
as Executive Director.

Opening Keynote
A Practitioner`s Perspective on Assisting our Aboriginal Youth with Healing.
Dr. Chris Mushquash
Dr. Mushquash’s keynote address will focus on ways of assisting
our Aboriginal youth with healing from trauma, grief, suicide
and addictions.
Dr. Mushquash
Christopher Mushquash is Ojibway and a member of Pays Plat
First Nation. His identity is strongly rooted in his experiences
growing up in a rural Northern Ontario community. Dr.
Mushquash obtained his Ph.D. in clinical psychology at Dalhousie
University and completed his pre-doctoral residency in the
Faculty of Medicine at the University of Manitoba, specializing
in rural and northern clinical practice. His clinical training
emphasized the importance of understanding unique contexts
and issues experienced by individuals living in rural and northern
communities. He is an Assistant Professor in the Department of
Psychology at Lakehead University, and the Northern Ontario
School of Medicine.
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Monday,
March 4

Featured Presentations and Concurrent Sessions
Monday March 4, 1:00 pm - 2:30 pm and 3:00 pm - 4:30 pm
Each concurrent workshop will be run twice so delegates have the opportunity to
attend 2 of the 3 workshops offered.

1A.
TIBERIO
ROOM

Identifying, Assessing, and Determining Treatment Strategies for Aboriginal Youth
Who Experienced Trauma, Dr. Christopher Mushquash
Dr. Mushquash’s workshop will focus on identifying, assessing and determining treatment
strategies for Aboriginal youth who experience trauma.

2A.
BARCELONA
ROOM

Healing Wounds Through Cultural Identity, Ron Kanutski
The workshop will look at the importance of how one’s identity or strengthing and healing
of one’s identity is a strong connection or correlation to personal healing. The workshop will
be supported with Anishnawbe teachings and traditions.
Ron Kanutski, Registered Social Worker (RSW) is an energetic social worker, cultural teacher,
group facilitator, college instructor, comedian, and musician. He is the sole proprietor of
With Care Consulting. He works diligently throughout Canada and the USA to wherever he
is called.
Ron is of Ojibway and Cree roots and is from the Bear Clan. He is a band member of the Red
Rock Band (Lake Helen 1st Nation). As a family man, married for 15 years and with his wife’s
support and dedication has assisted in raising 23 children in some capacity in their home to
date.
He has been invested and actively involved in the local alcohol & drug treatment centres,
group residential homes, mental health centres, schools, hospital psychiatric unit, jails,
custody and probation programs.
Ron has made several TV & radio appearances on TVO, APTN, CBC, and PBS (USA) in
relation to healing, wellness, education and Anishnawbe Issues. Ron has also received the
2007 recipient of the Ontario Public School Boards’ Association Award of Excellence for
“Outstanding Contribution to the Education Community”. Ron is currently assisting several
youth and creating opportunities for role modelling in the north.
In his spare time, he performs comedy and assists with his daughter, Sara Kanutski and good
friend Natasha Fisher’s music career, writes, attends pow-wows, and is an avid hockey fan of
his son, Bonawbae.
www.withcareconsulting.com		
www.superiorcomedy.com
www.ronkanutski.com
ronsha@shaw.ca
807-624-6996
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“

Tell me, and I will listen.
Show me, and I will understand.
Involve me, and I will learn.
-Lakota Proverb

”

Impact of Unmet Needs Across the Lifespan, Lisa Steadwell and Wilma Kleynendorst
This session will include a brief overview of attachment needs in young children, and what
the impact of having these needs unmet may have on the development over the lifespan,
with a particular emphasis on what this may look like in youth.

Monday,
March 4

3A.
3A.
MADRID
MADRID
ROOM

ROOM

Wilma Kleynendorst, Manager of Infant/Child Development Services has worked in the
field of Children’s Mental Health for over 20 years, spending the last 14 years working
with Anishinabe children and families. She has been supervising Infant/Child Development
Services for 9 years, and looks forward to sharing experiences about the impact of unmet
needs in children and youth at this conference.
Lisa Steadwell, Infant/Child Development Worker has spent the last 20 years passionately
committed to Anishinabe culture, and the healing of that community. She comes
with extensive knowledge of working in Northern Communities, as well as the urban
environment, and looks forward to sharing our experiences.

What Do We Smudge?
• We cleanse our eyes: so that they will see the truth,
beauty and gifts of the Creator.
• We cleanse our mouths: so that all we speak will be
truthful, empowering and positive way.
• We cleanse our ears: so that we will hear the spiritual
truths given to us by the Creator and Grandfathers.
• We cleanse our hearts: so our hearts will feel the
truth, harmony and compassion for others.
• We cleanse our feet: so that our feet will seek to walk
the true path, seek balance and love.
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Tuesday,
March 5
KEYNOTE
ADDRESS

Featured Presentations and Concurrent Sessions
Tuesday March 5, 9:00 am - 10:00 am
Belief in the Strength and Resiliency of Our People, Monique Gray Smith
This keynote provides a unique lens into the importance of resiliency. We will begin with
an overview on how stress & trauma impact youth, why we may see addictions, various
behavioural disruptions and challenges in attachment. Participants will gain a unique
understanding of how history continues to impact Indigenous youth and families. We
will explore the 4 Blankets of Resiliency: Strong sense of self; family; community; culture,
language and connection to the land and how to ensure these blankets are woven into all
aspects of programming.
Monique Gray Smith is a mixed heritage
woman of Cree, Lakota, and Scottish
descent. She comes from Peepeekisis First
Nation and is the proud Mom of nine year
old twins. She is trained as a Psychiatric
Nurse and her work experience has been in
the areas of Aboriginal Education, Trauma,
Staff Development, Organizational Wellness,
Strategic Planning and Addictions. Monique’s
strong understanding of education has led
her to work as the previous Executive Director
for Aboriginal Head Start Association of BC
and National Aboriginal Advisor for Roots of
Empathy and Seeds of Empathy; as well as
an instructor for the Justice Institute of BC. She has had the privilege of facilitating and
providing keynote addresses nationally and internationally, with a focus on fostering an
understanding of trauma and the resiliency of the First Peoples in Canada. Monique’s
strong understanding and leadership in the field of Aboriginal Education has led her to
create a resource called The Ripple Effect of Resiliency: Strategies for Fostering Resiliency
with Indigenous Children. Monique has just finished her first novel, Hope, Faith & Empathy,
which tells the history of Aboriginal people in Canada through stories of inspiration,
strength and resiliency.
Monique has been sober and involved in her healing journey for over 21 years.
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Concurrent Sessions
Tuesday, March 5, 10:15 am - 11:45 am and 12:45 - 2:15 pm

Tuesday,
March 5

Each concurrent workshop will be run twice so delegates have the opportunity to
attend 2 of the 3 workshops offered.
The Ripple Effect of Resiliency, Monique Gray Smith
This workshop will build on the keynote address and will focus on sharing stories and
strategies for weaving the 4 Blankets of Resiliency into your practice. This will be an
interactive session in which you will leave with concrete ideas and next steps that are
specific to you and your work.
Drumming as a Healing Tool, Beatrice Twance-Hynes
Drumming as a healing tool, spiritually, emotionally, physically and mentally. If you have a
drum, please bring it to the workshop with you!

1A.
TIBERIO
ROOM

2A.
BARCELONA
ROOM

Beatrice Twance-Hynes is from the Bear Clan (maternal), Deer Clan (paternal), and is a
member of the Pic River First Nation. She has lived in Thunder Bay since 1979 with her
husband Gerry. They have a son, Gerald, and a daughter, April.
She has a Native Teacher’s Certificate from Lakehead University, and an Ontario
Management Development Certificate from Confederation College, and courses in
personnel and business administration.
Beatrice has worked at Dilico since November 1988, initially as an Executive Secretary, then
as a Human Resources Supervisor, a HR Executive Assistant, and as of December 2012, as
the Manager of Cultural Services.
She is a traditional women’s dancer who makes her own regalia. Beatrice got married in
1986 in a white deer skin dress that she made herself. She is a grandmother pipe carrier,
a sacred circle facilitator, songwriter, singer and drummer. She has done teachings on the
Medicine Wheel, the Sacred Medicines, and the Seven Sacred Grandfathers, and the hand
drum.
Beatrice got her drum whom she names Spirit in 1999, and enjoys drumming & singing
wherever Spirit leads her whether it be a graduation ceremony, an award night, a
conference, a school or to a sacred ceremony. She leads hand drumming circles at the
Dilico Treatment Centre, the Learning Café and previously at Anishinabe Mushkiki. She
was a member of the Mushkowzee Ekwewak (Drum Group) (2000-2006), and stills sings
with them as called upon. She also sings at Kitchitwa Kateri Church with the Kateri Singers
(Drum Group) (as of September 2004). Beatrice is the founding member of the Medicine
Wheel Spirit Singers (Drum Group) as of April 2006. Her spirit names are Big Eagle Woman
and White Horse Spirit Woman.
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Tuesday,
March 5
3A.
MADRID
ROOM

Concurrent Sessions
Tuesday, March 5, 10:15 am - 11:45 am and 12:45 - 2:15 pm
Grief: Looking Outside the Box, Angie Michano
This workshop will look at grief from the individual, family, community and globally.
We will take a different look at grief, using the medicine wheel and we will also identify the
stages of grief in relation to historical grief. Participants will leave with new concepts and
understandings of the grieving process
Angie Michano is a member of the Pic River First Nation and has a strong passion for
promoting wellness in our First Nation communities.
Angie is currently the Executive Director of Biidaaban Healing Lodge and much of her work
is focused on developing policy and programs from a First Nation perspective. She has
been working in the field for 25 years and has a background in Child and Youth Work with
additional training through Nechi Institute.

www.HeresTheDeal.ca
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7 Teachings
The 7 Teachings include Wisdom, Love, Respect, Bravery, Honesty,
Humility and Truth.
To cherish knowledge is to know WISDOM (NBWAAKAAWIN). To
acquire more knowledge by being open to others and to apply these
teachings to your own life. It is also the ability to value your own
knowledge and share it with others.
To know LOVE (ZAAGIDWIN) is to know peace. To be able to get along
with others, sharing and being kind. To be able to show that you care
for others/ self through sharing, being helpful and understanding
the feelings of others; doing something that makes the day better for
someone. To be accepting of each other’s differences.
To honor all of the Creation is to have RESPECT (MNAADENDMOWIN).
Respect yourself. To treat others how you would want to be treated.
Making sure your interactions with others are positive by showing
acceptable manners, speaking kindly and honouring a person’s human
right to be who they are. Accepting feedback as helpful and considering
different outlooks on things.

W I S D O M
NBWAAKAAWIN
LOVE ZAAGIDWIN
R E S P E C T
MNAADENDMOWIN
B R A V E R Y
AAKDEHEWIN
H O N E S T Y
GWEKWAADZIWIN
H U M I L I T Y
DBAADENDIZIN
TRUTH DEBWEWIN

BRAVERY (AAKDEHEWIN) is to face the foe with integrity. To deal
with challenges positively without worry about the outcome. To work
through and give all aspects of your life your best effort. Being able to
accept responsibility for your behavior. Be willing to be a role model by
standing up for your values/ beliefs. Accept challenges (conflicts) and
learn from them.
HONESTY (GWEKWAADZIWIN) in facing a situation is to be true to
self. It is not backing down when the situation seems too difficult and
you know that it needs to be dealt with to make your life better. By
looking at what you do and realizing how it affects you and others
either positively or negatively. Making a true decision to try new ways to
continue to work towards self-fulfillment. To approach life situations and
challenges with an open mind and heart.
HUMILITY (DBAADENDIZIN) is to know yourself as a sacred part of the
Creation. To be able to know that we are all equals regardless of age,
race or sex. Being able to be assertive and positively making your needs
known, without becoming angry or withdrawn. Being able to listen to
others with an open and non-judgmental mind.
TRUTH (DEBWEWIN) is to know all of these things. Be true to yourself
and your fellow man. Be able to speak the truth. This is considered the
final and last teaching because to live this teaching, one must achieve
and understand the first six teachings. By being honest with those
around you with your feelings and behaviours; by loving self and others;
by respecting others with what they say and do; by being humble –
knowing that everyone around you deserves your respect as you deserve
theirs; by being brave when facing new challenges and by accepting your
own and others’ wisdom.
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Tuesday,
March 5

Tuesday, March 5, 2:30 pm - 3:15 pm
Plenary Session
Healing Through Hip Hop with Shibastik

TIBERIO
ROOM

This unique and empowering presentation
focuses on some of the major issues that
Aboriginal youth are all too often confronted
with, from coping with loss to struggling to
find their cultural identity. ‘Healing Through
Hip Hop’ opens the floor for youth to talk
about what’s really going on. While issues like suicide, addiction, abuse, and the lasting
effects of residential schools are addressed, the importance of healing and moving forward
are the focus. Promoting traditional values Shibastik’s ‘Healing Through Hip Hop’ blends
his art and music with the seven sacred teachings.
Shibastik also strongly emphasizes the importance of media literacy. Hip Hop music has
never been more popular amongst aboriginal youth as it is now, and whether we like
it or not, they ARE being influenced by it. Music is medicine. It can be used to heal, or
it can be used to poison. Unfortunately, a lot of the music exposed to our youth seems
to do more damage than good. He will discuss the negative influences in mainstream
media and it’s affect on youth today, as it often promotes materialism, drug and alcohol
abuse, promiscuity, violence, etc., which we then see emulated by the youth. Youth will be
encouraged to make their own decisions and stick to their own ideals.
This workshop was initially developed by Shibastik while working with incarcerated
youth at a Secure Custody Youth Detention Centre in Northwestern Ontario. After much
success he was invited into other Youth Detention facilities across the region to present
his workshop to both youth and staff. He next brought it into schools and conferences
and then on the road and across the country. Delivering a message of self empowerment,
self respect, and self worth, this workshop has inspired pride in youth of all ages. Youth
involved in the ‘Healing Through Hip Hop’ workshop have found self-confidence and an
appreciation for what it is to be First Nation youth.
A member of the Moose Cree First Nation, Shibastik is an accomplished painter, lyricist
and hip hop musician. His music and art, deeply inspired by life in the James Bay Lowlands,
create an awareness and appreciation for the land and Aboriginal culture, as well as an
understanding of the Aboriginal experience, past and present. His connection to the land
and the Creator are evident throughout his work.
His distinctive brand of hip hop and thought-provoking lyrics have inspired and
empowered audiences of all ages and backgrounds. One of Canada’s first Aboriginal hip
hop artists, Shibastik has released three independent albums, numerous underground
releases and has toured many parts of Canada over the past decade. Through his artwork
and music, Shibastik promotes the importance of traditional values and ideals, culture,
positive self-expression and self awareness.
Shibastik has spent over three years working in a secure custody youth detention centre
and has over ten years of extensive training and experience working with youth. It was
while working at the youth detention centre that he developed his ‘Healing Through Hip
Hop’ workshop. Shibastik has since presented this workshop at schools, conferences and
events Nationwide.
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CONFERENCE HOUSE KEEPING ITEMS
Cell Phones
• Please be considerate in your cell phone use. The Conference Planning Committee
requests that all cell phones, pagers and other equipment with audible alarms be
turned off during all sessions and limit texting as a courtesy to the presenters and other
participants.
Scent Free
• Please note that some delegates are highly sensitive to scented products and chemicals.
Please try to refrain or minimize use of perfumes, aftershave, colognes and lotions.
Lost and Found
• Please bring any lost and found items to the Registration Desk. We will hold items until
the end of the conference at which time we will turn it over to the Hotel Front Desk.
Conference Presentations
• Conference presentations that were not received prior to the conference will be available
for download on the conference website after the conference.
• We will send an email to all delegates after the conference with the link to the website.
Conference Evaluation
• Conference evaluation will take place via online survey. After the conference you will
receive an email from the conference coordinator with a link to an online survey. Please
take a few minutes to complete the evaluation. Your input and feedback is welcome and
appreciated.
Conference Schedule
• While every effort will be made to maintain the schedule exactly a represented in the
program, we reserve the right to make changes and substitutions as needed.
Conference Lounge
• There is a room available throughout the conference as a lounge for those needing to
smudge, converse or looking for a quiet space. Please see Kari at the registration desk
for location of room.

Entry into any form of treatment requires commitment on the part
of the individual and pretreatment readiness evaluation should be
completed under the medical supervision of a qualified healthcare
professional before committing to a specific wellness plan.
Revisiting Our Journey: Healing Starts With Our Youth has been made
possible by the generous support provided by Health Canada through
the National Alcohol and Drug Strategy.

Conference consultation services provided by:
Kari Chiappetta Consulting
p: (807) 621-6225 f: (807) 577-6800
e-mail: kcconsulting@shaw.ca
www.karichiappettaconsulting.ca

